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Abstract—Although much effort has been devoted by both academic and industrial

communities to improve the efficiency of urban passenger and package flows, current

urban transport systems still fail to balance the speed and cost. To fill the gap, in this

paper, we propose a novel form of transport system called crowdsourcing integrated

transportation (CIT). It leverages the underused transport capacity which is generated

while delivering passengers to hitchhike packages so that more transportation needs can

bemet with fewer vehicles and drivers (i.e., sending more with less). We identify the

unique features of the new delivery systemwhen comparing to the traditional transport

systems and discuss the key research challenges and potential solutions. We further

implement the passenger-occupied taxis as the package carriers and evaluate the

effectiveness. With several future research directions discussed in CIT, we expect that

more research interests will be stimulated in this novel transport paradigm.

& PEOPLE AND GOODS are the two most impor-

tant elements of city components.1,2 How to

distribute them in a cost-effective way around

the city has become a long-standing research

issue from both academic and industrial commu-

nities.3 The issue becomes even more urgent yet

vital in the context of the increasing urbanization

when increasingly more people are gathering in
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the city, and the exponential growth of package

delivery demands result from the sustainable

development of E-commerce.4

Speed and cost are two major concerns when

transporting people and packages; however,

they generally conflict each other.4,5 More pre-

cisely, the improvement on the speed usually

indicates the increase of vehicle number and the

delivery frequency, as a result, the increase of

the transport cost. To make matter worse, more

serious environmental and social problems can

also be generated, since the transportation pro-

duces significant negative externalities, such as

carbon footprint, traffic accidents, and conges-

tions. Therefore, how to design an innovation

city-wide transport system that can better bal-

ance the two conflicting objectives has been

intensifying in many cities and countries.6

Thanks to the advancement in information

and communication technologies, especially the

wide prevalence of the global position system

(GPS) and mobile Internet in recent years, a large

number of vehicles, such as taxis, public buses,

logistics vans, and trucks, have been equipped

with GPS devices and continuously send their

real-time positions and travel status (e.g., ori-

gins, intended destinations, available capacity)

to the server.6,7 Such developments open up

new opportunities to cope with the increasingly

growing transport demands in the inexpensive

fashion. Quite a few of technological solutions

are provided, including the following.

� To passengers, ride-hailing platforms are grad-

ually becoming mature that enable the timely

and efficient supply-and-demand matching

than ever before.8,9

� The idea of ride-sharing (e.g., carpooling and

carsharing) has been widely applied in peo-

ple’s daily life to increase the passengers’

mobility but with smaller fleet of vehicles when

transporting passengers, making a consider-

able contribution to the sharing economy.10

� Crowdsourcing logistics (also known as

crowdsourced logistics or crowdshipping),

which can be simply viewed as “applying the

concept of crowdsourcing dedicatedly to the

field of urban logistics,” has been recognized

as a powerful supplement to current urban

goods delivery systems.11,12 A number of com-

mercial and Internet giants, including DHL,

Walmart, Amazon, and several startups in

industry, have launched the new services, but

many important technical details (e.g., how to

dispatch packages, how to fulfill the route

planning tasks) are missing. Refer to the work

presented by McKinnon et al.11,13 for a com-

pleted list of companies, apps, services, and

other related information.

Currently, sending passengers and packages

are often handled (or optimized) separately,

although passenger flow and package flow actu-

ally have the sufficient overlap, e.g., share a num-

ber of city infrastructures, the basic principles of

optimization. In this paper, to fill the gap, we thus

propose the idea of sending more with less by hitch-

hiking packages with travelling passengers and fully

utilizing the extra loading capacity. More specifi-

cally, we propose the system of crowdsourcing

integrated transportation (CIT)—a new form of

city-wide delivery system, which integrates the

passenger and package flows based on the exist-

ing mobility pattern and infrastructure while reduc-

ing traffic congestion, pollution, and costs.

In this paper, to the best of our knowledge, we

are among the pioneers to introduce the notion of

CIT systematically, mainly from a perspective of

the data scientist. First, we briefly overview a

generic framework of CIT, followed by the unique

characteristics. Second, wemake a brief summary

of our practice on CIT by highlighting the working

procedure and some experimental results. Third,

we identify the key research challenges and dis-

cuss some potential solutions. Finally, we discuss

the practical issues and major obstacles from the

various involved stakeholders in CIT before truly

realizing the system, and conclude the work with

some future research directions.

GENERIC FRAMEWORK AND UNIQUE
CHARACTERISTICS OF CIT

Generic Framework

CIT mainly consists of three components:

crowdsourced resources, package delivery tasks,

and online platform, as shown in Figure 1.

Crowdsourced resources are dedicatedly called

to send passengers from their origins to the

destinations simultaneously; they are also avail-

able for providing hitchhiking rides using the
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spare capacity to complete the package delivery

tasks. More precisely, from the origin to the

destination, people may drive cars (shared or

owned privately), take taxis, ride motor-cycles,

and so on. At the same time, they are creating

spare capacity for hitchhiking packages. How-

ever, the optimization of passenger flow and

parcel flow integration (i.e., the dispatch and

scheduling of crowdsourced resources for pack-

age deliveries) is challenging. Thanks to the

development of the mobile Internet and posi-

tioning technology, the real-time location and

time information in a fine resolution about pas-

senger flows and package flows can be easily

recorded and communicated (the red and green

solid lines in Figure 1), providing rich data sour-

ces to solve the issue. With the received data

flows and the embedded intelligent algorith-

ms, the online platform component bridges the

crowdsourced resources and package delivery

task components and further transforms the data

into decisions. The money flows from package

senders to the crowdsourced drivers after

accomplishing tasks as incentives, again via the

online platform (the blue solid line in Figure 1).

In summary, the system of CIT is an integrator

of four kinds of flows, i.e., passenger, package,

data, and money flows, among which the data

flow is the key enabler.

Unique Characteristics

We highlight the unique characteristics of

CIT by comparing it to the traditional urban

package delivery systems.

� Flexibility: Compared to the current solutions

to the city logistics that collect and distrib-

ute packages at most twice a day (i.e., cus-

tomers can only send/receive packages at

the appointed time windows specified by

logistics companies), for consolidation

purposes, CIT offers a flexible time schedule

to customers since the package delivery is

processed, managed, and distributed individ-

ually, according to the customer’s request.

� Fluidity: The package delivery time is the sum

of the waiting time for the postman to collect

and the travel time on the roads from its ori-

gin to the destination. With CIT, on one hand,

relatively less waiting time is necessary since

the recruitment of vehicles is invoked imme-

diately after the package delivery request is

generated. On the other hand, less travel

time is spent on the roads since the recruited

Figure 1. Overview of the generic framework of CIT. There are four kinds of flows, including

data flow, passenger flow, package flow, and money flow, which are communicated within CIT.
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vehicles usually deliver passengers fast by

choosing light-traffic routes from an origin to

a destination. However, for traditional urban

delivery systems, in addition to the time con-

solidation, packages can only be sent from a

few of satellite facilities or distribution cen-

ters that are far away from city centers

before sending to the final customers, incur-

ring unnecessary travel distance and time.
� Friendliness: By involving regular road users

in the pickup and delivery process, CIT not

just significantly reduces the transportation

costs but also makes a significant contribu-

tion to the alleviation of environmental prob-

lems in terms of air quality (especially NOx

and PM10), noises, and congestions. Mean-

while, social problems in terms of time-inten-

sive laborious and heavy workloads by the

consolidation of transport volumes per trip

can also be alleviated.

� Fairness: The shipping price is a frequent

obstacle not only to online shoppers but to

small brick-and-mortar retails as well. More-

over, due to high shipping costs, providing

home-delivery service is becoming a privi-

lege of giant E-commerce companies in the

current supply-chain system. Consequently,

an increasing number of customers are

attracted to buy things online, which threat-

ens the growing of small brick-and-mortar

retails. Fortunately, CIT can offer a fair price

and access to any users, independent of the

company size and location, to make them

more competitive.

OUR PRACTICE: USING
PASSENGER-OCCUPIED TAXIS AS
PACKAGE HITCHHIKERS

Taxis have become one of the main trans-

portation means for commuting and travel in

modern cities, generating abundant hitchhiking

rides for package deliveries in the city. Thus, in

our practice, we use passenger-occupied taxis

as package hitchhikers.4 However, it should be

noted that exploiting taxis with passengers to

ship packages is often more complicated than a

simple query matching.5 For instance, due to

financial considerations, few passengers will

choose to take taxis if the destination is too far.

In this case, a single hitchhiking ride may not

be able to deliver a distant package to its desti-

nation; instead, a relay of taxis is needed.

Hence, we formulate the taxi-based package

delivery as a route planning problem (i.e., finding

the station combinations and scheduling taxi) with

the objective of minimizing the package delivery

time and have proposed a two-phase framework

called CrowdDeliver to find the near-optimal deliv-

ering route for each package delivery task. Crowd-

Deliver consists of three major components, i.e.,

data preprocessing, offline trajectory data mining,

and online package routing. The data preprocess-

ing component is responsible for identifying city-

wide package interchange stations. They serve the

functions of collecting, storing, and interchanging

packages. The offline trajectory data mining com-

ponent is mainly responsible for estimating the

time-dependent package travel time between any

two package stations by mining the historical taxi

trajectory data. On top of such estimated time, for

a package delivery task, we are able to discover an

optimal route with the estimated delivery time in

the statistical sense. The component of online

package routing is designed to overcome the sto-

chastic and uncertainty features of both passenger

rides and package delivery tasks, by adaptively

package rerouting and adaptive taxi scheduling

according to the real-time information about taxi

trajectory. See the work presented by Chen et al.4

formore technical details.

We have evaluated the proposed framework

using the real-world datasets, i.e., the POI data,

the road network data, and one month of taxi tra-

jectory data generated by 7614 taxis in the city of

Hangzhou, China. We have selected 852 package

stations in total near the road sides around the

whole city. For the package delivery tasks, we

randomly generate its birth time, origin, and des-

tination. We also report the success rate and

delivery time (mean and standard deviation)

with respect to the time of the day (i.e., day time

and night time) and day of week (i.e., work day

and rest day) in Figure 2. During the day, the

packages are easier to deliver on work days

(with a higher success rate and smaller package

delivery time) than on other days. The result is

the opposite at night. One possible reason is

that most people tend to stay at home after work

for a good rest. In contrast, they are more likely

to go out for fun in the evening during rest days.
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KEY RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

The new system of integrated passenger–

package delivery also raises new research chal-

lenges and issues, some of which are discussed

as follows.

� Passenger–package ridesharing is challenging:

Although few techniques have been pro-

posed to organize and manage passengers

with multiple origins and destinations in a

shared space, they cannot be applied to the

passenger–package sharing directly for the

following reasons.

1) Thewaiting time of the passenger–package

sharing is muchmore flexible than passen-

ger–passenger sharing. Nobody would

accept the ridesharing service if they have

towait too long.

2) Unlike passengers who can proactively

take part in ridesharing (e.g., walking

to the appointed places and getting

on cars by themselves), packages can

only be uploaded/offloaded manually and

passively.

3) In addition, passenger flow and package

flow mismatch in both time and space,

which further complicates the rideshar-

ing between passengers and packages.

Compared to the passenger flow, little

research attention has been taken to the

spatio-temporal patterns of the package

flow, probably due to the limited avail-

ability of the related data.14 Tomigrate the

mismatch issue, one potential solution is

the introduction of interchange stations and

an increase in the degree of spatial and tem-

poral matching between passenger and

package flows (i.e., the indirect matching).

Moreover, interchange stations also facili-

tate the temporary package storing, which

may potentially increase the usability of

crowdsourced resources.4

� Fine-grained citywide passenger flow forecasting

is nontrivial: Citywide passenger flow predic-

tion in a fine spatial and temporal resolution is

one of the useful tools to knowwhenandwhere

the passenger will be originated and ended in

advance, which is vital for the scheduling of

package-hitchhiking rides. However, such a

forecasting task is difficult and remains

unsolved due to the uncertain and stochastic

characteristics of people movement. A num-

ber of time-series predictors have been suc-

cessfully used, including predictors based on

deep models outperform in most cases. In

more detail, the recurrent neural network and

its variant long–short termmemory are widely

Figure 2. Results of success rate and package delivery time under different time slots.
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adopted since they are capable of capturing

regular temporal patterns, as well as dynamic

temporal patterns.15 Besides, passenger flow

between two areas is highly affected by the

nearby spatial context; the convolution neural

network is thus integrated to achieve high

accuracy.16 However, the design of a deep

model is usually labor intensive, and model

redesign is required when applying scenarios

are changed. To make matters worse, deep

models lack the interpretability and are hard

to understand. In contrast, designing inter-

pretably linear models by feeding high-level

features is promising and worth being

explored further.17 One potential way to

derive high-level features is the combination

of basic features extracted from multisource

urban datasets. This feature can quantify the

correlations among different basic features,

and the descriptive capacity of the linearmod-

els can be enhanced.

� Package routing optimization in the real-time

setting is difficult: For a package delivery task,

if the information about the passenger flows

after the time of the package delivery request

are all known in advance, it is trivial to dis-

cover its “optimal” route (e.g., with the mini-

mal time cost) by computing and comparing

the total package delivery time of each possi-

ble delivery route. Such a problem belongs to

the family of the deterministic optimization.

However, in real-life applications, the stochas-

tic, dynamics, and uncertainty of passenger

and package flows increase the complexity of

the package routing problem. Under such

circumstances, traditional deterministic opti-

mization algorithms may not be suitable to

figure out the optimal delivery route.18

Therefore, novel and intelligent optimization

algorithms that can adaptively schedule

the crowdsourced resources according to the

information about the real-time passenger and

package flows are a necessity.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although integrating passenger and package

flows demonstrates the potential to lead to more

efficient and sustainable city operations since

the same transportation needs can be met using

fewer vehicles and drivers, there are still many

issues to be further addressed before realizing

the concept of CIT. To name a few, the human

mobility is a key issue since the CIT intends to

send packages and passengers in a shared

space, making the transport synergy between

them important. On one hand, human mobility

becomes more complicated since new options

(e.g., self-driving) for people travelling are

emerging. On the other hand, more package

delivery choices are provided in order to cope

with the increasing demands for the speedy and

timely delivery, making the integration of the

two kinds of flows even more challenging. Last

but not the least, the feasibility is essential to

make CIT become a reality. Since CIT makes the

use of passenger–delivery rides to hitchhike

packages, a key consideration should be that the

negative effect on the service for passengers is

insignificant. Moreover, many other factors,

including regulations from local government,

public acceptance, rewarding mechanisms (pric-

ing and incentive), the bidirectional trust and

responsibility, and the business model, may hin-

der real-life implementations.

In this paper, a novel urban transportation sys-

tem named CIT is proposed to significantly reduce

transportation resourceswhile still meeting travel

demands of both passengers and packages

(i.e., sending more with less). The rationale

behind CIT is the fact that many transport capaci-

ties are underused while sending passengers and

can be a rich resource for package deliveries. Our

practice of CIT is also discussed to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed ideas and tech-

niques. In the future, practical issues in CIT, such

as user mobility, scalability, and feasibility, need

to be further investigated.
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